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April 4, 2022 

 
City of St. Paul 
Councilmember Dai Thao 

15 Kellogg Blvd. West 
St. Paul, MN 55102 

 
RE: Stone Project at the Minnesota Friendship Garden 

  

Dear Mr. Thao: 

We write this letter in response to your continued discrimination against the Hmong/mong Leeg 
culture and dialect and your unwillingness to meet with us to find healing in our Hmong/Mong 
community and resolution to the issue relating to the Stone Project at the Minnesota Friendship 
Garden.  As a public official, you have taken the position that the word “Moob” in the green dialect 
inscribed on the welcoming stone at the Friendship Garden is not inclusive and not a standard way 
to refer to our Hmong/Mong people.  By taking this position, you have shown that you do not 
appreciate the many dialects of our Hmong/Mong culture and you have literally tried to cancel the 
green dialect.   

For your reference, please see a copy of your Facebook post dated September 21, 2021, in which 
you refer to “Moob” as not the standard spelling.  If there is a “standard” spelling, please enlighten 
the Hmong/Mong community with any scholarly literature which supports your claim that “Hmong” 
or “Hmoob” is the standard way of writing. 

In an email dated December 14, 2021, you wrote to Mr. Brett Hussong stating, “It is the first 
(welcoming) stone that contains “Moob” that is not inclusive – creating the problem because it is 
written in the green dialect.  The white dialect would write it as “Hmoob” and a neutral way of it 
would be written as “Hmong”.  Hmong is the inclusive spelling because it is not dialect related.” As 
you know, the word “Moob” is in the green dialect which means and includes all Hmong/Mong 
people.  It was written in the green dialect because the welcoming phrase inscribed on the stone 
was written in the green dialect.  The phrase was written in the green dialect to show the 
connection between the Hmong/Mong people here in St. Paul and the Hmong/Mong people in 
China who vastly speak the green dialect.  If the phrase was written in the white dialect it would 
have been written “Hmoob” instead, however, it was not written in the white dialect.  Using 
“Hmoob” or “Hmong” would not fit the vernacular of the green Hmong/Mong sentence in context, 
it would be grammatically incorrect and it would have an absurd result. Many respected scholars in 
academia such as Dr. Yang Dao who speaks white dialect (respected Hmong/Mong scholar), Dr. Bee 
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Vang-Moua who speaks white dialect (Director of Hmong Program - Asian Languages and Literature 
Department, University of Minnesota) and Dr. Lee Pao Xiong who speaks green dialect (Director of 
the Center for Hmong Studies and Instructor of American Government/Political Science and Hmong 
Studies, Concordia University) have expressed this same view.   Clearly if the word was written as 
“Hmoob” in your native white dialect you would have no issue.  Enclosed for your review is the 
referenced email. 

There are a minority of people who have taken your biased and bigoted position who have demean 
the Hmong/Mong Leeg who speak green dialect.  One of these people is your friend and supporter 
Mr. Kongsue Xiong.   In a Facebook post, Mr. Xiong shows his hatred towards the Hmong/Mong 
Leeg and calls them cooked, have surrendered to the Chinese, are cowards, are half man half 
woman, and someone who is brainless.  Enclosed for your review is the Facebook post by Kongsue 
Xiong, your friend and supporter. 

Hatred and bigotry has no room in any community especially in the Hmong/Mong community.  It 
also has no room in politics.  Instead of promoting diversity, equity and inclusion, you have used 
your position to openly and boldly marginalize your own people who speak the green dialect and 
divide the Hmong/Mong community.  It is shameful that you try to disguise your discriminatory 
behavior by shifting blame on the Hmong Advisory Committee.  You use rhetoric such as “no 
transparency” and “no public engagement” to cover up your real agenda, which is to remove the 
word “Moob” which in your mind is not “standard” and not “inclusive.” 

Many of your supporters, both financially and at the polling booth, are Hmong/Mong.  Past 
campaign financial reports indicate that the vast majority of your financial supporters are not just 
from the Hmong/Mong here in the twin cities, but from around the country.  The last election held 
in 2019 your victory over Anika Bowie was just under 400 votes.  If you continue to pursue ways 
that marginalize the Hmong/Mong people, especially the ones speaking in the green dialect, and 
continue to divide the Hmong/Mong community, know that your behavior will be made public to 
your constituents and any support from the Hmong/Mong community will be withdrawn. 

As an elected official and a leader in the Hmong/Mong community, you are held to the highest 
standard.  We ask that you retract your biased and bigoted position and move in a direction that 
will bring healing and unity in the Hmong/Mong community.  Your marginalization of your own 
people who speak the green dialect warrants a public apology.  If you choose to turn a blind eye 
from the outpouring of expressed opinions from the Hmong/Mong community that what you have 
done is wrong, you will go down in history as the first Hmong American elected official who openly 
discriminated against your own kind.   

Sincerely, 

 

Zong Khang Yang 

President  
 



Enclosures:   1- Copy of screenshot from Dai Thao’s Facebook page, 2 - Copy of email dated December 
 14, 2021, from Mr. Thao to Mr. Brett Hussong, 3 - Copy of screenshot from Kongsue Xiong’s 
 Facebook post. 
 

              cc:   St. Paul Councilmembers- Rebecca Noecker, Chris Tolbert, Mitra Jalali, Amy Brendmoen, 
 Nelsie Yang, Jane L. Prince; St. Paul Mayor-Melvin Carter 
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